SR MED 913 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 921 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-ANESTHESIOLOGY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 922 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-FAMILY MEDICINE
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 923 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-HUMAN ONCOLOGY
1-26 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 924 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-MEDICINE
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 925 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-NEUROLOGY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 926 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Spring 2020

SR MED 927 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-OPHTHALMOLOGY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 928 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-PATHOLOGY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2015
SR MED 929 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-PEDIATRICS
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2020

SR MED 931 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-PSYCHIATRY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Spring 2019

SR MED 932 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-RADIOLOGY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 933 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-REHABILITATION MEDICINE
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Spring 2020

SR MED 934 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-SURGERY
1-44 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2020

SR MED 935 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-PRIMARY CARE
1-16 credits.
Individually arranged elective for Phase 3 outside of the UW Madison Statewide Campus. Engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2017

SR MED 936 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE-EMERGENCY MEDICINE
2-12 credits.
Clinical elective for fourth year medical students. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2019

SR MED 937 — EXTRAMURAL ELECTIVE CLERKSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
1-8 credits.
One to eight week elective as a site outside the U.S. Students will engage in the provision of primary or specialty patient care in ambulatory and/or hospital settings. May include community public health, prevention, and health education learning activities. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Spring 2020

SR MED 951 — TRAINING IN URBAN MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH (TRIUMPH) I: SEMINAR AND PROJECTS
2 credits.
Introduces third year students to health disparities in Milwaukee and community and public health improvement projects. Students will devote four hours per week to projects under the guidance of community mentors and faculty. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: No
Last Taught: Fall 2020

SR MED 953 — TRAINING IN URBAN MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH (TRIUMPH) II: MILWAUKEE
2 credits.
Introduces third year medical students to the communities, neighborhoods, healthcare systems and public health initiatives in Milwaukee. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: No
Last Taught: Fall 2020
SR MED 955 — TRAINING IN URBAN MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH (TRIUMPH) III: LEADERSHIP
2 credits.

Provides fourth year medical students with advanced leadership skill building exercises to address community and public health challenges in Milwaukee. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: No
Last Taught: Fall 2020

SR MED 957 — TRAINING IN URBAN MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH (TRIUMPH) IV: ADVANCED SEMINAR
2 credits.

A continuation of TRIUMPH I (SR MED 951) that will enable fourth year medical students to explore and address health disparities and to complete a community or public health improvement project with colleagues in Milwaukee. Enroll Info: None
Requisites: Graduate/professional standing
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: No
Last Taught: Spring 2021